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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides fault contained memory 
partitioning in a cache coherent, symmetric shared memory 
multiprocessor system While enabling fault contained cache 
coherence domains as Well as cache coherent inter partition 
memory regions. The entire system may be executed as a 
single coherence domain regardless of partitioning, and the 
general memory access and cache coherency traf?c are 
distinguished. All memory access is intercepted and pro 
cessed by the memory controller. Before data is read from or 
Written to memory, the address is veri?ed and the executed 
operation is aborted if the address is outside the memory 
regions assigned to the processor in use. Inter cache requests 
are alloWed to pass, though concurrently the accessed 
memory address is veri?ed in the same manner as the 
memory requests. During the corresponding inter cache 
response, a failed validity check for the request results in the 
stopping of the requesting processor and the repair of the 
potentially corrupted memory hierarchy of the responding 
processor. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PARTITIONED 
MEMORY PROTECTION IN CACHE COHERENT 
SYMMETRIC MULTIPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] This invention relates to shared memory based 
symmetric multiprocessor systems, and more speci?cally, to 
an apparatus and method for partitioning and managing 
memory in a shared memory based multiprocessor system 
into independent, fault contained domains. 

[0003] 2. Description of Prior Art 

[0004] Modern computer systems are increasingly com 
prised of symmetric shared memory based multiprocessor 
systems (SMPs). SMPs are regularly partitioned and physi 
cal resources, such as processors and memory, are assigned 
to partitions each executing their oWn operating system. For 
reliability, availability and serviceability reasons, memory 
assigned to a partition must be protected from being 
accessed by other partitions. 

[0005] The translation and protection mechanisms pro 
vided by individual operating systems can be either acci 
dentally or maliciously circumvented to alloW access to 
memory assigned to other partitions. Conceptually this 
problem can be solved by intercepting all bus traf?c and 
subject this traf?c to access veri?cation through determining 
Whether a particular processor is alloWed to access a par 
ticular memory segment. HoWever, modern cache coherent 
symmetric multiprocessor systems such as the Intel Pentium 
Pro and Pentium II enforce very tight timing constraints on 
their bus to alleviate the problem of bus occupancy. 

[0006] In particular, cache snooping protocols do not 
alloW any eXtra cycles to intercept the address put on the bus, 
verifying it and aborting a transaction upon any access 
violation, all before the snooping of other processors starts. 
Typically, once the address is visible on the address bus, the 
neXt signal latch initiates the cache snooping. If indeed a 
processor puts an address outside its assigned memory onto 
the bus, this request could be ?lled by a processor outside the 
originating partition, resulting in invalid cache states, e.g., 
inter-cache transfers With cache invalidates, leading to 
inconsistent memory state that cannot be recovered from. 

[0007] While mechanisms eXist that rely on changes to the 
processor core and the bus architecture, these are typically 
limiting in terms of addressability and in terms of establish 
ing cache coherent shared memory betWeen the partitions 
for the purpose of cache coherent 12497.JK inter-partition 
communication. Having thus given a general overvieW of 
the problem area, What is hence needed is an apparatus and 
a method that provides fault contained memory partitioning 
While preserving cache coherence domains. 

[0008] Some attempts at addressing problems similar to 
these being solved by the present invention are introduced 
beloW. 

[0009] 1. A commonly oWned, co-pending US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/256,035 entitled “Secure Partition 
ing of Shared Memory Based Multiprocessor System” ?led 
on Feb. 23, 1999, describes an apparatus Which establishes 
cache coherence domains in an SMP node. That apparatus 
replicates the internal system bus and uses a con?gurable 
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crossbar sWitch to connect each of the system components, 
such as processors, I/O controllers and interrupt controllers 
to one of the internal busses. All components connected to 
the same internal bus form a coherence domain. 

[0010] The apparatus further utiliZes memory controller 
modi?cations to re-map the real addresses on each internal 
bus to physical memory. This system Was designed to 
provide 0-based memory to each partition in order to avoid 
system softWare changes. It may establish non coherent 
shared memory regions betWeen partitions by relocating 
certain real address ranges of different partitions into the 
same physical memory. 

[0011] That invention speci?cally circumvents the prob 
lem of domain protection on the same bus, and is further 
limited by the pin-count of the crossbar sWitch. 

[0012] 2. US. Pat. No. 5,796,605 issued Jul. 2, 1996 
describes a technique for system memory space address 
mapping in a multiprocessor computer system. The dis 
closed mapping architecture may be applied to a multipro 
cessor computer system having SMP nodes, Where each 
processing node may include multiple processors. The sys 
tem memory address space is split into different regions such 
that each of n SMP nodes is assigned 1/n of the total address 
space. By assigning 1/n of the global shared memory region 
to each node, it establishes memory locality that is used in 
a speci?c cache coherency protocol to utiliZe this locality 
based on the state of operation. In this regard this reference 
does not deal With partitioning for the purpose of establish 
ing different fault protected system partitions, it neither 
provides memory partitioning on a single SMP node nor 
provides inter-partition shared memory regions. 

[0013] 3. US. Pat. No. 5,845,071 issued Dec. 1, 1998 
describes the partitioning of a multi-node multiprocessor 
system With globally shared memory into groups of nodes 
called error containment clusters of nodes or ECCNs. The 
nodes Would be partitioned such that an ECCN resides on a 
column of nodes or a roW of nodes. Within each ECCN there 
is coherent memory sharing. BetWeen the ECCNs, the 
communication is through a messaging protocol. The 
memory Within each node is also partitioned into protected 
and unprotected memory. Unprotected memory is used for 
messaging and protected memory is used for sharing. A 
failure in an error containment cluster Would corrupt the 
memory Within that cluster, speci?cally the protected 
memory Within that cluster and also the unprotected memory 
used by that cluster to communicate With the other clusters. 
HoWever, the other clusters could continue to run because 
their protected memory Would be unaffected, and could 
continue to communicate through the remaining unprotected 
memory. 

[0014] This patent deals With partitioning clusters and not 
With partitioning of a single SMP node. It establishes pro 
tection domains along SMP boundaries and as such does not 
deal With partitioning a single SMP. Furthermore, it sets 
aside special unprotected memory coupled With message 
passing for inter partition communication to avoid the loss 
of coherency state that arises When one of the nodes become 
inoperable. 

[0015] 4. US. Pat. No. 3,827,029 dated Jul. 30, 1974 
describes a hardWare memory violation protect subsystem 
that may be added to a computer system as a hardWare 
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option. The memory protect subsystem includes hardware 
Which may operate in parallel With the computer system 
memory subsystem and Which monitors each attempt to alter 
data Within the memory subsystem. Any attempt to alter data 
Within a protected region may be defeated. Following such 
an attempt, program execution is interrupted and program 
control is transferred to the computer system executive 
softWare. Although this patent addresses memory protection, 
it does not address issues of partitioning or problems arising 
due to the presence of caches and cache coherency traf?c, 
namely illegal inter-cache line transfers. 

[0016] 5. US. Pat. No. 4,843,541 issued Jun. 27, 1989, 
describes a method of logically partitioning an IBM 
S/370XA Mainframe computer, and requires support from 
hardWare, softWare and I/O devices. Absolute and virtual 
addresses of the different operating systems, as Well as page 
addresses for any expanded storage, are relocated into, their 
assigned partitions. HoWever, this patent does not establish 
multiple SMP protected memory domains in the same coher 
ence domain on the same bus. 

[0017] 6. US. Pat. No. 4,814,982 dated Oct. 9, 1987, 
describes a system that assigns identi?ers to individual 
processors or input/output (I/O) module for use in control 
ling access to global memory. The primary focus of this 
patent is to achieve fault tolerance by replicating processing 
function and detecting faults to alloW takeover on another 
processor. This patent uses a modi?ed memory controller 
that separates memory ranges via a processor/task identi?er. 

[0018] HoWever, this patent does not deal With cache 
coherency issues resulting from executing multiple system 
images on the same shared bus; the protection is built into 
the devices attached to the bus, thus at a cost of providing 
such mechanisms in the devices, faulty addresses do not 
shoW up on the bus. Inter-partition communication is not 
dealt With by this patent. Finally, a number of segments are 
required to equal the number of processing elements. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0019] The present invention introduces an apparatus and 
a method for providing fault contained memory partitioning 
in a cache coherent, symmetric shared memory multipro 
cessor system While enabling fault contained cache coher 
ence domains as Well as cache coherent inter partition 
memory regions. The entire system may be executed as a 
single coherence domain regardless of partitioning, and the 
general memory access and cache coherency traf?c are 
distinguished. 
[0020] All memory access is intercepted and processed by 
the memory controller. Before data is read from or Written 
to memory, the address is veri?ed and the executed opera 
tion is aborted if the address is outside the memory regions 
assigned to the processor in use. Accordingly, When this 
happens, the offending processor is stopped. The inventive 
apparatus and method utiliZes a per partition memory access 
map, identifying the ranges of memory that a particular 
processor may access. By alloWing overlaps in these access 
maps, cache coherent inter partition shared memory regions 
may be established, to facilitate the ef?cient implementation 
of shared locks and other inter-partition communication 
protocols. 
[0021] Consistency of the cache coherency domains is 
achieved through a protocol performing address veri?cation 
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concurrently With the bus snooping protocol. Rather than 
verifying the address When a transaction is put on the bus 
and then signaling validity of the address on the bus to other 
processors, the apparatus and method of the present inven 
tion snoops on requests on the bus Without interfering With 
them. Due to the tight timing constraints on the bus, nothing 
can be done to these transactions. 

[0022] Concurrently With the request being snooped on by 
all processors, the veri?cation device determines Whether 
the access is valid. By the time a response is issued by one 
of the processors, the address veri?cation has determined 
Whether the address is valid. A copy of data of the response 
is kept. In the case of an invalid access the issuing processor 
is immediately stopped and the memory hierarchy of the 
responding processor is repaired With a copy of data. This 
protocol has the advantage that the tight timing constraints 
of the communications bus snooping protocols are not 
violated. The advantage of this invention is that the core of 
symmetric multiprocessor systems, namely the processors 
and their built in caches, as Well as the communications bus 
tailored to these processors, may be reused since all modi 
?cations are contained With in the memory controller. 

[0023] In contrast to commonly oWned, co-pending US. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/256,035 entitled “Secure 
Partitioning of Shared Memory Based Multiprocessor Sys 
tem” ?led on Feb. 23, 1999, the Whole contents disclosure 
of Which is incorporated herein by reference, the present 
invention runs the entire SMP as a single cache coherence 
domain With no modi?cations to the system communica 
tions bus and no replication of the system communications 
bus. It is able to establish and provide cache coherent shared 
memory regions for inter partition communication. HoW 
ever, it does not provide 0-based memory to each partition 
and thus requires that the operating system softWare is 
relocatable. 

[0024] The invention may use address veri?cation mecha 
nisms similar to the real-to-physical reaping device of Ser. 
No. 09/256,035, as address ranges on the communications 
bus must be recogniZed in both inventions. To that extent, 
similar mechanisms may be used to determine an address 
range hit. HoWever, the outcome of an address range hit is 
utiliZed differently; Where Ser. No. 09/256,035 uses an 
address range hit to relocate the real address into a physical 
address for memory access, the present invention uses the 
lack of an address range hit to abort the transaction and to 
reset the offending processor. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0025] The foregoing objects and advantages of the 
present invention may be more readily understood by one 
skilled in the art With reference being had to the folloWing 
detailed description of a preferred embodiment thereof, 
taken in conjunction With the accompanying draWings 
Wherein like elements are designated by identical reference 
numerals throughout the several vieWs, and in Which: 

[0026] FIG. 1 is the diagram of general architecture of a 
shared memory based symmetric multiprocessor system. 
[0027] FIG. 2 is the diagram of general architecture and 
components of a memory controller used in a symmetric 
multiprocessor system. 
[0028] FIG. 3 is the How diagram of transaction for 
maintaining proper memory fault isolation When partition 
ing a cache coherent symmetric multiprocessor system. 
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[0029] FIG. 4 is the diagram of general architecture and 
components of a memory controller With embedded partition 
management, address veri?cation and cache coherency 
maintenance. 

[0030] FIG. 5 is an exemplary layout of the partition 
management information, particularly the per partition 
address access map. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0031] FIG. 1 shoWs the general architecture of a SMP, 
consisting of processors 101, their associated caches 102, a 
system communications bus 100, a memory controller 110, 
a shared memory 111, an interrupt controller 103, and I/O 
controllers 104 Which connect the system to I/O devices. 

[0032] To better understand issues, arising out of running 
an SMP in a single cache coherency domain While parti 
tioning the underlying memory, the various cache and 
memory transaction request types that may be issued on a 
typical SMP bus and the responses that are generated 
therefore are discussed beloW: 

[0033] ReadPartial: Read un-cached memory. The 
memory Will alWays respond to this request, no 
snooping takes place. 

[0034] WritePartial: Write un-cached memory. No 
snooping takes place and data is pushed to the 
memory controller 110 for Writing. 

[0035] ReadLine: Reads a line into the cache 102 of 
the issuing CPU 101. If the cache 102 is oWned by 
another CPU 101, that processor Will respond With 
data. If not oWned by another processor 101 the 
memory Will respond. 

[0036] ReadWithIntentToModify: Similar to Read 
Line reads a line into the cache 102 of the issuing 
processor 101. The line is invalidated in all other 
processor 101 caches 102 resulting in an inter cache 
102 transfer and no Write back to memory 111 
occurring. OtherWise memory 111 responds. 

[0037] WriteLine: Write a cache line back to memory 
111. No snooping takes place. Acache line may only 
be Written back to memory 111, if the cache line is 
already oWned by the processor 101. OWnership can 
only be achieved via a previous ReadWithIntentTo 
Modify. 

[0038] FIG. 2 shoWs the general architecture of a typical 
communications bus and memory controller 200. When a 
request, identi?ed by an address 240 and a transaction type 
241, is issued on the system communications bus 100, the 
transaction manager 201 snoops on the system communica 
tions bus and enters a transaction descriptor 210 into a free 
slot of the pending buffer 202. The entry Will remain in the 
pending buffer until the request is either ?lled by one of the 
processors 101 (FIG. 1) or by the memory 111. 

[0039] The transaction descriptor 210 consists of the trans 
action type TType 212, the address Addr 211 and the current 
State 213 of the transaction. Should a request be issued on 
an address Which already has an entry in the pending buffer, 
a retry Will be issued to the issuing processor. In the case of 
a WriteLine or WritePartial transaction, the transaction man 
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ager 201 issues to the DRAM controller 220 a request to 
capture data 242 on data communications bus in a data 
queue 230. UtiliZing a queue enables the buffering of several 
requests and hence overcomes the discrepancy betWeen 
communications bus speed, i.e. potential request arrival rate, 
and memory access time. 

[0040] Although the communications bus 100 may be 
released immediately for other transactions, the transaction 
entry 210 must reside in the pending buffer until the Write 
data is actually ?ushed out of the data queue 230 into 
memory. This is necessary to avoid a race condition Where 
a read access might fetch data from memory 111 While the 
Write operation has not yet ?nished. In this case, as described 
above, a retry Will be issued. In the case of a read access the 
data queue 230 provides the slot from Where data is released 
onto the data communications bus, often in FIFO order to 
maintain memory access consistency. Upon completion of a 
request, the DRAM controller 220 noti?es the transaction 
manager 201, Which removes the corresponding transaction 
from the pending buffer and issues the appropriate response 
on the communications bus 100. 

[0041] FIG. 3 shoWs the transaction ?oW Which requires 
four functional blocks to be implemented by the memory 
controller: 

[0042] decision steps 313, 314, 315 determine 
Whether an address is invalid in a given partition and 
if so mark the pending buffer state as invalid; 

[0043] (ii) step 302 resets an offending processor 101 
(FIG. 1); 

[0044] (iii) step 303 discards data if data is not to be 
Written to the memory 111 (FIG. 1), and 

[0045] (iv) step 304 captures and Writes back data for 
memory consistency repair. 

[0046] The transaction manager 201 (FIG. 2) snoops on 
the communications bus and Waits, in step 310, for a 
transaction, either a request or a response to be issued by one 
of the processors 101 (FIG. 1). If the transaction type 
identi?er step 311 determines that the transaction is a request 
350, then at step 312 a determination is made Whether it is 
a Write or a read request. In case of a Write access, i.e., 
WriteLine, WritePartial, if step 313 determines that the 
access is legal, e.g., the transaction state Was not marked as 
invalid, then the How passes to the Default behavior step 301 
Where Write data to memory is eXecuted. The transaction 
manager may not issue the Write to memory command to the 
DRAM controller until the address veri?cation has com 
pleted or alternatively requires a mechanism to WithdraW the 
request from the DRAM controller before it is actually 
committed to memory. From step 301 the How continues to 
step 310 to Wait for the neXt transaction. 

[0047] If step 313 determines that the access is not legal, 
data from the data queue 230 (FIG. 2) is discarded at step 
303, and the offending processor is reset at step 302. From 
step 302 the How continues to step 310 to Wait for the neXt 
transaction. 

[0048] If at step 312 a determination is made that the 
request is a request for read access from memory, either 
un-cached read, e. g., ReadPartial, or a ReadLine that Was not 
?lled by any other processor, and step 314 determines that 
the address is invalid, then the transaction is terminated, the 
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offending processor is reset at step 302 and the How con 
tinues to step 310 to Wait for the neXt transaction. HoWever, 
if the issued read Was legal, ?oW passes to the Default 
behavior step 301 Where ?ll the read request from memory 
is executed and the How continues to step 310 to Wait for the 
neXt transaction. 

[0049] If the transaction type identi?er step 311 deter 
mines that the transaction is a response 351 representing a 
inter-cache transfer, then at step 316 a determination is made 
Whether this is a response With respect to a ReadWithIn 
tentToModify. If not, i.e., it must be a response to a Read 
Line request issued earlier, and step 314 determines that the 
address is invalid, then the transaction is terminated, the 
offending processor is reset at step 302 since the responding 
processor still has a valid copy of the cache line, and the How 
continues to step 310 to Wait for the neXt transaction. 
HoWever, if the request Was legal, ?oW passes to the Default 
behavior step 301 Where the cache transaction proceeds and 
further action may be taken after Which the How continues 
to step 310 to Wait for the neXt transaction. 

[0050] The more elaborate case results out of a positive 
ReadWithIntentToModify response at step 316. If the 
request Was legal then the standard behavior is implemented 
namely, do nothing as the inter cache transfer Was legal at 
step 301 and the How continues to step 310 to Wait for the 
neXt transaction. HoWever, if the request Was illegal, step 
317 further determines if the mode is SharedIntervention or 
Modi?edIntervention. 

[0051] In the SharedIntervention case, a negative outcome 
of step 317, the offending processor is reset at step 302 
because the responding processor oWns the line in a shared 
state, i.e., the valid copy of data is still available in memory 
and may be re-fetched from memory by the responding 
processor on its neXt access to this line. 

[0052] In a positive outcome of step 317, the Modi?ed 
Intervention results in a cache line in a modi?ed state 
referred to as a dirty cache line, ie the cache line is different 
from its content in memory, is transferred to the requesting 
processor Without Write back to memory at step 304. If not 
properly dealt With this case may result in memory incon 
sistencies. More speci?cally, the partition of the responding 
processor Will have no valid copy of data once it is trans 
ferred to the requesting processor. Due to the illegality of the 
request, the requesting processor Will be reset and the cache 
line content is lost. Consequently, this invention captures 
data of a ReadWithIntentToModify response and if the 
corresponding transaction is marked as illegal, data is Writ 
ten back to memory at step 304. 

[0053] Therefore, the partition of the responding processor 
still has a legal copy of data in memory and subsequent 
accesses to this address merely results in a reload of the 
cache line. Semantically, a Write back of the cache is forced 
in case of an illegal access from a different partition. This 
cache line Write back step 304 closes the memory inconsis 
tency hole described above. 

[0054] FIG. 4 shoWs the memory controller adaptations 
over the standard memory controller 220 (FIG. 2). Three 
neW modules are added, a partition manager 400, a capture 
buffer 401 and a processor reset signal 402. The partition 
manager 400 provides a mechanism to de?ne memory 
access maps for each partition and it provides the address 
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veri?cation mechanisms. Concurrent With the transaction 
manager 201, the partition manager 400 snoops as Well on 
the communications bus for addresses 240, transaction types 
241 and issuing processor ids 403, Whose identity is avail 
able on the system communications bus. The partition 
manager 400 immediately starts to search the address map of 
the partition associated With the issuing processor for a 
memory range that holds the requested address. Dependent 
on the particular communications bus architecture, it is 
possible to start transaction processing at the time of com 
munications bus arbitration. 

[0055] At that point, though the address is not yet avail 
able, the processor id might already be available and may be 
used to select the appropriate partition information and 
address map. If the partition manager determines that the 
issuing processor accesses an invalid memory address that is 
not assigned to its partition, the transaction manager is told 
to mark the transaction 210 as invalid in the transactions 
state 213. The address map search time must be limited to 
the minimum possible response time of cache transactions. 
Since all processors must perform a lookup in their oWn 
cache for the requested address, sufficient time is available 
to scan even more complicated address maps, such as a tWo 

level table or a hash table. OtherWise it Will ?ag the 
transaction manager 201 that the transaction is legal. 

[0056] If a response passes by on the system communi 
cations bus, the transaction manager 201 marks the trans 
action complete and removes it from the pending buffer 202. 
HoWever, if the invalid ?ag Was raised by the partition 
manager 400, the transaction manager 201 immediately 
issues a processor reset signal 402 to the offending processor 
Who’s identify is stored in the transaction descriptor. 

[0057] In addition, in a response to a ReadWithIntentTo 
Modify, the transaction manager activates the capture buffer 
401 to fetch a copy of data ?ying by on the communications 
bus and instructs the DRAM controller 220 to Write back 
data to memory. Using a MUX 404, the DRAM controller 
220 steers data used to be Written, to originate from the 
capture buffer 401 instead of the communications bus 100. 
Alternatively, the command set of the DRAM controller 220 
could be eXtended to include the eXtra functionality of the 
data source, such as a communications bus or a buffer. 
Additionally, the capture buffer 401 may alWays be active in 
order to fetch the last data line passing on the communica 
tions bus 100. 

[0058] The capture buffer 401 is introduced because in the 
general case the data queue may not be guaranteed to be free 
to hold an entry at the time the response is ?ying by on the 
communications bus 100. Since the WindoW of opportunity 
Where data is valid on the communications bus is small, it is 
better to de-couple the capture buffer from the data queue. In 
all cases, the capture buffer must have suf?cient number of 
entries to guarantee that copies of cache lines may be kept 
for each ReadWithIntentToModify response While the 
DRAM controller 220 is in the progress of Writing back data. 
Alternatively, since this is an abnormal system condition, the 
memory controller 220 may lock access to the communica 
tions bus 100 during the short period of “capture and Write 
back” to repair the memory inconsistency. 

[0059] FIG. 5 shoWs one embodiment of the partition 
information maintained by the partition manager 400 (FIG. 
4) for an 8 processor system With three active partitions. 
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First a mapping from a processor identi?er to its partition is 
provided via a table lookup mechanism 501. Furthermore, 
for each partition there exists a memory access map 502. In 
its most trivial form, the memory access map 502 is a tWo 
column table having roWs 503 de?ning a valid access range, 
e.g., Start 504, End 505, for this partition’s memory. At 
validation time the memory access map 502 is searched for 
a hit. The search may be performed in parallel by attaching 
an adder, subtractor and comparator With each roW. For 
larger sets of memory regions, a balanced binary decision 
tree may be employed. 

[0060] FIG. 5 further shoWs the resulting memory assign 
ment 509 de?ned by the address maps 502 in Which 
addresses are assumed to be alphabetically ordered. As 
shoWn, memory regions 510, 511, 512 may be chosen to 
overlap. Presently, the inter-partition cache coherent 
memory regions are de?ned, so that the partitions commu 
nicate through these regions. The establishment of shared 
inter partition memory regions 513 that are cache coherent, 
enables the ef?cient implementation of locking mechanisms, 
enabling processors to poll for lock status changes in their 
cache. In contrast non cache coherent shared inter partition 
memory regions require that the lock is checked by access 
ing memory, Which results in increased communications bus 
activities. 

[0061] The partition manager may con?gure the memory 
access maps 502 in accordance With instructions it receives 
at boot or con?guration time. This con?guration may be 
achieved in a variety of Ways, for instance by Writing to 
NVRAM (Which is not accessible to the processors) via a 
I2C bus connected to a con?guration agent such as a boot 
management program. 

[0062] While the invention has been particularly shoWn 
and described With respect to illustrative and preferred 
embodiments thereof, it Will be understood by those skilled 
in the art that the foregoing and other changes in form and 
details may be made therein Without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention that should be limited only 
by the scope of the appended claims. 

Having thus described our invention, What We claim as neW, 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A method for partitioning memory in cache coherent 

symmetric multiprocessor system comprising of plurality of 
processors; a shared memory; a shared communications bus; 
and a memory controller, said method comprising the fol 
loWing steps: 

subdividing said shared memory into independent regions 
and assigning each said region to one of said proces 
sors; 

executing said processors in a single cache coherence 
domain on said shared communications bus; 

intercepting and processing all memory access messages 
to detect if an address is outside of a memory region 
assigned to a processor in use; and 

aborting an executed memory access operation and reset 
ting said processor When an address violation of one of 
said memory region has been detected. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein each of said processors 
has associated cache memory. 
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3. The method of claim 2, Wherein said shared memory is 
accessible by each of said processors via said shared com 
munications bus. 

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein said memory access 
traffic is processed by said memory controller. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein said memory controller 
provides partition address maps for specifying valid address 
ranges of said memory that each of said processors is 
alloWed to access. 

6. The method of claim 5, further establishing cache 
coherent inter partition shared memory regions for imple 
menting shared locks and other inter-partition communica 
tion protocols by alloWing overlaps in said partition address 
maps. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein said memory controller 
veri?es the validity of each memory access executed by each 
of said processors against said partition address maps before 
accessing said memory. 

8. The method of claim 7, Wherein a cache coherence 
traffic is monitored Without introducing additional cycles on 
said shared communications bus. 

9. The method of claim 8, Wherein each inter cache 
transaction is monitored and validated against said partition 
address maps. 

10. The method of claim 9, Wherein a copy of data 
associated With said inter cache transaction is kept and if a 
cache inconsistency results from said inter cache transaction 
said kept data is used to correct said cache inconsistency. 

11. A computer program device readable by a machine, 
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by 
a machine to perform method steps for partitioning memory 
in cache coherent symmetric multiprocessor system com 
prising of plurality of processors; a shared memory; a shared 
communications bus; and a memory controller, said method 
comprising the folloWing steps: 

subdividing said shared memory into independent regions 
and assigning each said region to one of said proces 
sors; 

executing said processors in a single cache coherence 
domain on said shared communications bus; 

intercepting and processing all memory access messages 
to detect if an address is outside of a memory region 
assigned to a processor in use; and 

aborting an executed memory access operation and reset 
ting said processor When an address violation of one of 
said memory region has been detected. 

12. The computer program device of claim 11, Wherein 
each of said processors has associated cache memory; 

13. The computer program device of claim 12, Wherein 
said shared memory is accessible by each of said processors 
via said shared communications bus. 

14. The computer program device of claim 13, Wherein 
said memory access traf?c is processed by said memory 
controller. 

15. The computer program device of claim 14, Wherein 
said memory controller provides partition address maps for 
specifying valid address ranges of said memory that each of 
said processors is alloWed to access. 

16. The computer program device of claim 15, further 
establishing cache coherent inter partition shared memory 
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regions for implementing shared locks and other inter 
partition communication protocols by allowing overlaps in 
said partition address maps. 

17. The computer program device of claim 16, Wherein 
said memory controller veri?es the validity of each memory 
access executed by each of said processors against said 
partition address maps before accessing said memory. 

18. The computer program device of claim 17, Wherein a 
cache coherence traffic is monitored Without introducing 
additional cycles on said shared communications bus. 

19. The computer program device of claim 18, Wherein 
each inter cache transaction is monitored and validated 
against said partition address maps. 

20. The computer program device of claim 19, Wherein a 
copy of data associated With said inter cache transaction is 
kept and if a cache inconsistency results from said inter 
cache transaction said kept data is used to correct said cache 
inconsistency. 

21. An apparatus for partitioning memory in cache coher 
ent symmetric multiprocessor system comprising of plural 
ity of processors; a shared memory; a shared communica 
tions bus; and a memory controller, Wherein said processors 
are eXecuted in a single cache coherence domain, said 
apparatus comprising: 

a means for subdividing said shared memory into inde 
pendent regions and assigning each said region to one 
of said processors; 

a partition management means to detect transactions 
attempting to access memory outside of a memory 
region assigned to a processor in use and processing 
said detected transactions to mark them as invalid; and 

a transaction management means for aborting an eXecuted 
memory access operation and resetting said processor 
in use When an address violation has been detected. 

22. The apparatus of claim 21, Wherein each of said 
processors has associated cache memory. 

23. The apparatus of claim 22, Wherein said shared 
memory is accessible by each of said processors via said 
shared communications bus. 

24. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein said memory 
access traffic is processed by said memory controller. 

25. The apparatus of claim 24, Wherein said memory 
controller provides partition address maps for specifying 
valid address ranges of said memory that each of said 
processors is alloWed to access. 

26. The apparatus of claim 25, further establishing cache 
coherent inter partition shared memory regions for imple 
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menting shared locks and other inter-partition communica 
tion protocols by alloWing overlaps in said partition address 
maps. 

27. The apparatus of claim 26, Wherein said memory 
controller veri?es the validity of each memory access 
eXecuted by each of said processors against said partition 
address maps before accessing said memory. 

28. The apparatus of claim 27, Wherein a cache coherence 
traffic is monitored Without introducing additional cycles on 
said shared communications bus. 

29. The apparatus of claim 28, Wherein each inter cache 
transaction is monitored and validated against said partition 
address maps. 

30. The apparatus of claim 29, Wherein a copy of data 
associated With said inter cache transaction is kept and if 
memory inconsistency results from said inter cache trans 
action, said kept data is used to correct said cache incon 
sistency. 

31. An apparatus for controlling partitioned memory in a 
cache coherent symmetric multiprocessor system compris 
ing a shared memory; a shared communications bus; a data 
queue; and a memory controller, said apparatus comprising: 

a transaction manager means for detecting memory 
address violations by transactions transmitted on said 
communications bus, and for marking said transactions 
as invalid if memory address violation is detected; 

a capture buffer means to catch data being transmitted on 
said communications bus for each of said transactions; 
and 

a multiplexer to steer data to be Written to said memory 
from said capture buffer instead of said data queue 
according to a signal from said transaction manager. 

32. The apparatus of claim 31, Wherein said transaction 
manager means aborts said transactions and resets said 
processor in use if said memory address violation is 
detected. 

33. The apparatus of claim 32, further comprising a 
partition manager means to detect attempts by said transac 
tions to access memory outside of a memory region assigned 
to said processor in use and to send a signal to said 
transaction manager means to mark said transaction as 
invalid. 

34. The apparatus of claim 33, Wherein said partition 
manager means accepts a transaction type, a memory 
address, and a cpu id of said processor in use signals for 
pending transactions from said communications bus. 

* * * * * 


